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Abstract. A definitio;; of simultaneous substitution for the lambda calculus is presented that is 
easier to work with than standard single substitution because it is a definition by structural 
recursion, instead of recursion on the length of terms, and bound variables are always renamed. 
As a result, many proofs involving substitution are by struc:ural induction, instead of induction 
on the length of terms, and are simpler than the corresponding standard proofs because of the 
reduction in the number of cases that must be considered. Furthermore, because of the uniform 
renaming of bound variables, identity substitutions normalize terms with respect to equivalence 
up to the renaming of bound variables (a-congruence), allowing induction-free proofs of some 
theorems that ordinarily would be proved by induction on the relation of a-congruence. 
A series of results relating simuftaneous substitution and u-congruence are proved, and a simple 
proof of the “substitution lemma_*.‘, of denotational semantics is given. 
1. Introduction 
Logics for languages in %- -hich variables can be bound generally involve substitu- 
tion. Unrestr ted, naive substitution leads to inconsistencies ince free variables 
may be captured in the process. Two ways of avoiding this problem are common. 
In the first, as in many presentations ofthe first-order predicate calculus, substitution 
is performed in the naive way but is only allowed when free variables are not 
captured. In the second, as in the lambda calculus, unrestricted substitution is 
allowed but bound variables are renamed, as necessary, to avoid c;tpturing. This 
paper focuses on unrestricted substitution for the untyped lambda calculus. 
of the definitions and results will, however, apply easily to other languages. 
The standard definition of unrestricted substitution for the lambda calculus was 
given by Curry and Feys i 2, p. 94], where the notation [ ]N was used to 
denote the substitution of for the free occurrences of x in (See also [d, p. 
621 and [1, p. 5783) Unfortunately, proofs involving this definition 
are notoriously tedious. First, in cases when capturing would occur, 
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defined to be AZ.[ M/x][z/y]N, for a new variable z. Since [z/y] 
of Ay. N, [-/-]I4 is a definition by recursion on the 1 
of N, and thus many proofs must be by induction o 
two plications of the inductive e. Second, there are 
three subcases to the abstraction 
renamed only when necessary, and thus there are three submses to consider in 
many proofs. Because bound variables must sometimes be renamed, it is necessary, 
in general, to work with the equivalence of terms up to the renaming of bound 
variables (a-congruence) instead of identity. Complicating the definition by preserv- 
ing identity whenever possible is thus questionable. 
For examples of these complexities ee [2, pp. 95-M] for the proofs of a series 
of basic theorems about substitu:ion, and [ii, pp. 161-1663 for a proof of the 
“substitution lemma” of denotational semantics. (This proof of the substitution 
lemma is incorrectly claimed to be by structural induction; it is actually by induction 
on the length of terms.) 
This paper gives a definition of simu aneous substitution that is by structural 
recursion since bound variables are renamed in parallel with substitutions, and in 
which bound variables are always renamed. As a -result, many proofs involving 
substitution are by structural induction, and are simpler ihan the corresponding 
standard proofs because of the reduction in the number of cases that must be 
considered. Furthermore, because of the uniform renaming of bound variables, 
identity substitutions normalize tenas with respect o ar-congruence, allowing induc- 
tion-free proofs of some theorems that ordinarily would be proved by induction on 
the relation of a-congruence. 
The idea of always renaming bound variables is fairly obvious, and is also used, 
eWga, in [4, p. 3793. The key technique of using simultaneous ubstitution in order 
to give a definition by structural recursion also appears in [3, pp. 49-561, where 
substitution for the predicate calculus is defined. This paper’s contribution is to 
develop a simple, unified theory, based upon these ideas. 
Section 2 of the paper gives the definitions of simultaneous ubstitution and 
a-congruence. Section 3 proves a series of results relating substitution and a~- 
c@ngruence. Finally, Section 4 gives a simple proof of the “substitution lemma” of 
denotational semantics. With one exception, the results of Section 4 are independent 
from those of Section 3. 
The application of a function f to an argument a is written f a. Functics space 
format to the right, and functi 
f:D+ e function f [ e/ d] from 
Two functions J g : D + written f =x iff, for 
all xEX,fX=gx 
Let V be a denumerable set of uoriables, and choice be a 
i.e., a function from ( V) - (0) to V such that choice X E 
The set of terns T is least such that 
XET 
M1hkT ifMETandNET, 
AXMET ifxEVand MET, 
As usual, we use the lower case letters U, v., w, x, y and z and the upper case letters 
M and N to range over variables and terms, respectively. 
Define the free uariab!e function FV(-) : T + PV by structural recursion: 
FV(MN)=FV(M)uFV(N), md N(Ax.M)= N(M)-=(x). 
A variable x is free in a term M iff x E N(M). 
The set of suhtitutions S is V+ T, and we let u range over S. The identity 
substitution c is defined by c x = x Define new : V+ T+ S+ (( 8V) - (0)) by 
newxMa={yIforallzEN(M)-{x}, yeN(az)), 
so that new x M Q contains all but a finite subset of V The simultaneous substitution 
M ct of wx for the free occurrences of x in M, for all x, is defined by structural 
recursion: 
XO=Ux, (MN)o=(Ma)(Na), 
(AxM)a = Ay.( M o[y/x]), where y = choice( new x M 0). 
The composition a 2 0 o1 of substitutions q and c2 is defined by (c2 0 q)x = (aI x)c2. 
Note that (Ax.M)c is independent from ax, a fact which, in addition to mating 
intuitive sense, is necessary for the validity of much of Section 3, e.g., Theorems 
3.2 and 3.5. 
Let =a be the relation of cu-congmence, i. ., the least equivah- xe relation over T 
such that 
(p) MN=,M’N’ifM=,M’andN=,N’;and 
N -Te ly-congruen =a N. Substitutions O-~ and a2 are 
ar-congruent over X G V, writtell o1 = ,” c2, iff g1 x =a u=2 x for aII x E 
ent, written apt =cy c2, iff o1 = ,” +. 
frequently below, and is abbreviated by y); it can be read 
of x ta y. see = ck 
Y) ==Q 
9 and the result follows from (a). 
suppose 
ion)* 
here y = ckofce( new x cq) and y’= ckoice( e$y/x]) tr2), and 
where z = choice(newx M (0~0 u,)). But z =y’, by Lemma 3.1(G), and 
follows by two applications of Lemma 3.1 (v). Cl 
33. Ify e FV( Ad), then (M r[y/x])m[ N/y] = 
This follows easily from Theorem 3.2 and Lemma 3.1(v). Cl 
Corollaq3A. (i) too=,~=ao~ 
(ii) ~j~(u~~~~)=(oj~~~)~~~. 
(i) is by Lemma 3J(vi), and (ii) follows easily from Theorem 3.2. q 
The following theorem, the basis of the remainder of the section, is remarkable: 
applying a substitution to each of two cccongruent erms yields equal-not just 
a-congruent-resuhs! Au immediate corollary is that identity substitutions normal- 
ize terms with respect to a-congruence, a fact which allows induction-free proofs 
of some theorems (like Corollaries 3.10 and 4.5) that ordinarily would be proved 
by induction on =*. 
325. IfM =o N, their MO= Nu. 
f. By induction on =Q, i.e., define a relation = C_ = a by 
u = Nu, for all u, and show that = satisfies the defining conditions of =a* 
s ( p). For (a), suppose that either 
mma 3J(vii), newx U’ 
u[z/x]) and (Ay. 
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for z = choice(newx Mu). If (i) holds, then M&/x] = Nu[z/x] = Nu[z/y], by 
induction. Alternatively, if (ii) holds, then M a[ z/x] = ( ~[Yl~l)awYl= 
N&T/~], by Corollary 3.3 and induction. 0 
CWOl 3.6. (i) M =Q NiffMh=Nh. 
( ) ii a1 =,” a2 iffboul =xvu2. 
roe% (i) follows from Theorem 3.5 and Lemma 3.l(vi), and (ii) is immediate from 
(i). EJ 
Surprisingly, we can only now prove the following simply stated result. 
Corollary 3.7. M(x) =Q N(y) i$N(y) =Q M(x). 
f. Follows easily from Lemma 3.1 (iii) and (vi), Corollary 3.3 and Theorem 
3.5. •1 
The following corollary shows that substitution and ar-congruence are compatible. 
If Ml =Q M2 and u1 =rtM1) u,, then M1 u1 =Q M2 u2. 
of. By Corollary 3.6(ii), c 0 u1 = W(“l) G 0 u2, and thus 
1 Ul =a (M, u&b = M1(b 0 ul) = M,(b 0 u2) 
= M2( L 0 u2) = ( M2 u2)1 =a M2 u2, 
by Lemma 3.l(vi), Theorem 3.2, Lemma 3.1(v) and Theorem 3.5. Cl 
The following is a companion result to Corollary 3.3. Unfortunately, it cannot be 
strengthened from =QI to =. 
. Ify~ newx Mu, then (Mu[y/x])~[Nly] =Q Mu[Nlx]. 
Follows easily from Theorem 3.2 and Corollary 3.8. Cl 
Now we are able to characterize the structure of a-congruence. 
= a N, then one of the following con&tions holds: 
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rocrf. If M =a N, then L = Nb, by Corollary 3.6(i). There are three cases to 
consider. 
(i) If A4 is a variable x, then x = x I = Nb, and thus N = x. 
(ii) If M is an application M1 M2, then ( M1 I)( M2 I) = Nb, and thus N is an 
application Ni N2, and Mi I ;= Ni c for i = 1,2. But then Mi =a Ni for i =: 1,2, by 
Corollary 3.6(i). 
(iii) If M is an abstraction hx.M’, then hz.( ’ L[z/x]) = NL for z= 
choice( new x M’ I), and thus N is an abstraction Ay. N’, and (Ay. N’)L = 
Az.(N’ b[z/y]). Since M’ +/SC] = N’ h[zly], 
M’ ~~vlxl =a (M’ Wxl)~C~l~l= W’ Wyl)W4 
=a N’ b[y/y] = N’ c =a N’ 
by Corollary 3.9. If x = y, then M’ =Q M’ c = M’ ~[y/x] =Q N’. Altern_atively, if 
x # y, then ye FV(M’) since y ti FV(Ay.N’) = FV(Ax.M’). In either case, 
M’(x) =a N’(y), as required. Cl 
Our final corollary shows that, up to a-congruence, any element of new x MU 
may be chosen as the bound variable of (Ax.M)o. 
Corollary 3.11. If y E new x Mu, then (Ax.M)a =Q Ay.( M~[y/x]). 
Proof. This follows from Corollary 3.9. Cl 
This section consists of a proof of the “substitution lemma” of denotational 
semantics. Familiarity with some standard definitio s and results about complete 
partial orders (cpo’s) and continuous functions, which can be found, e.g., in [5], is 
assumed. Our denotational semantics is taken from [7], with the exception that 
cpo’s instead of complete lattices are used. 
4. Substitution and denotational semantics 
Let the cpo E of e~pressism dues be a nontrivial solution to the isomorphism 
equation E = E + E, and in : (E + E) + E and out : E + (E + E) be continuous func- 
tions such that out 0 in = id,“,E and in 0 out = idE. Let the cpo U of environments 
be V+ E, ordered componentwise; we use p to range over U. Define a denotational 
semantics 8 : T + U + E by structural recursion: 
%‘I[xn = Ap.px, 
81[M ND = Ap.(out %l[Mlp)%[Nlp, 
The composition p 0 (+ of an environment p and a substitution a is the environment 
defined by (p 0 a)x = %‘[oxnp. 
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.l. rfp1 = FWU) p2, then 2!f[MBpr = %‘!I[ 
f. An easy structural induction over 
We can now state and prove the simultaneous substitution form of the “substitution 
lemma”. A specialization to single substitution follows as a corollary. 
core .2. S[Mulp= al[M~(pou). 
f. By induction on the structure of The variable and application cases are 
obvious. For an Gbstraction AxM, 
SF[(nxM)u~p = g[Ay.( M u[y/x])lp 
= in Ae.Z[Mu[y/x]Jp[e/y] 
[Ml( p[e/y] 0 u[y/x]) (induction), 
where y = choice( new x M CT), and 
S[AxMn( p 0 U) = in Ae.%[MB( p 0 a)[elx]. 
Thus, by Lemma 4.1, it is sufficient o show that 
(PWYI O QlYl4)~ = ((P O mhlk 
for all z E FW( M). If z = x, then both sides of this equation are e. Alternatively, if
z # x, then 
W/Y1 0 d~i~ib = abawyi 
= 8I[uzlp (Lemma 4.1) 
= ((p 0 u)[e/x])z 
since, by its definition, y E FV(o z). q 
Theorem 4.2 is easily seen to be the semantic analogue of Theorem 3.2, the 
Syntactic Substitution Theorem. 
owlnP = awlPCaIwlPl~1 
Immediate from Theorem 4.2. Cl 
(ii) p 0 (CQ ou*)=(pvJ+w,. 
(i) is obvious, and (ii) is a consequence of Theorem 4.2. q 
All of the prc&s presented so far in this section are completely independent from 
the results of Se~tLn 3. A direct proof of the following, final corollary is also 
we prefer, however, to give an in uction-free proof, 
~5 j zf of substitution. 
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If A4 =Q N, then c = Nc by Corollary 3.6, and thus 
for all p, 
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